
ELECTRONukrainian trade mark since 1918



key figures

EMPLOYEESprivate ownership

100%

enterprises

15 1500

PJSC “Concern-Electron” is a diversified group of
industrial, scientific and production enterprises

The first JSC in Ukraine since 1991

FOUNDED in

1918



general production 
and offices area

230 000 
�²
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transport
Engineering

trolleybuses electrobuses city buses trams
for wide gauge

trams
for narrow gauge

 “ElectronMash” is an enterprise of a full-scale production,
specializing in design and production of

modern urban public transport

Product portfolio: trams, trolleybuses, electrobuses, city buses



full inclusive
transport
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All "Electron" transport complies with the rules of UN Convention
on the carriage of persons with reduced mobility



 “ELEctronmash”

High-quality products Guaranteed quality

ISO certificate

laser
cutting
division

pipe
bending
division



service

Staff training

Provide technical and operational documentation

Spare parts delivery

Repair and replacement of components and parts

Support for the introduction of new vehicles





MATERIALS 
FOR ELECTRONICS

Semiconductor technology

 Vacuum deposition

 Acousto- 
 and optoelectronics

 Functional ceramics

Liquid-phase
 epitaxy

CRYSTALS 
 Magnetoelectronics

Electroceramics

 Microelectronics

Optoelectronic devices

SRC Carat is a leading industrial scientific organization of Ukraine on scientific “ ”
and technical provision and support in the Materials for Electronic Engineering area“ ”

Included in the State Register of
Ukrainian Scientific Institutions 



POLYMER INDUSTRY

Plastic production 

 Instrumental  and  
nonstandard production

 Foam polystyrene
 production

 Scanning of article 
 specimens and plotting 
 of 3D models

packing tare for 
household appliances

thermal blocks, 
heat-insulating material

 for  PUBLIC
 TRANSPORT

Seats
 for 
stadiums

enterprise polymer - electron  is one of the leaders in UKRAINE and most powerful “ ”
enterprise in west UKRAINE, on processing of all types of plastic     

 Foam polystyrene
 production

certificate 
ISO 9001-2008 and ISO 9001-2009



CLIMATE  SYSTEMS 
jV Spheros-Electron  is the only manufacturer of climatic systems “ ”
for motor and electric transport in Ukraine

Water heaters:  independent diesel heaters DBW and Thermo E,  

popular among leading vehicle producers due to a high reliability and quality   

Receivers
air cylinders for vehicles, 
intended for use of 
compressed air energy use 
in brake and pneumatic 
systems of cars, buses, 
trailers and etc.

Fuel tanks
customized fuel tanks 
for vehicles

Steering columns
one of the main components
of car control system  which 
providing connection of steering 
wheel with control gear.



asynchronous
engines

Enterprise produces

- heaters of different types (including gas and electric)
- air-conditioners
- electromechanical and mechanical ventipanes 
for all types of urban and tourist buses,  
trucks and commercial vehicles

CLIMATE  SYSTEMS 

ISO 9001:2008 standards

gas  Gbw 
electric thermo ac/dc 

heaters



asynchronous
engineslow-power 

electric motors

 AC single-phase commutator motors that work with industrial frequency 
of 50 Hz, standard voltage of 127 V or 220 V, revolution frequency 
from 10000 to 20000 revolutions per minute and power up to 300Wt.

DC motors of 12 V and 24 V 
supply voltage used for bus
fluid heaters of various types, 
trucks and commercial cars,
constructional engineering
and equipment of 
a special purpose

Motors-reducers for door 
opening-closing function used 
in urban electric transport, 
automatic garage gates,
running gear

In Ukraine “Electronpobutprylad” plant is a leading specialized enterprise in serial 
production  of DC and AC commutator motors of 500-wt power, intended for rail and 
urban transport,  motor industry, domestic electric appliances and etc.

Motors
 for high precision 

robotized
 complexes 



can systems 
“Electron” Television plant activities is design and production 
of passenger transport control CAN-systems for:

trams

trolleybuses

electric buses

buses

Battery 
Management

 System



60 km 
to eu border

location 

Lviv region is considered to be

 an “entry” to Ukraine 
for the EU countries due to 
its geographical location, 
it is located at the crossroad 
of trade routes between 
Europe and Asia

Concern ELECTRON
is located in Lviv, Ukraine. 



“ELECTRON” CONCERN
 

Address: 32, Storozhenka str, 
                Lviv, 79018, Ukraine

        Huskova Yuliya
       Tel: +38 097 904 08 23

   e-mail: y.huskova@electron.ua 
                 

                 www.electron.ua

Thank you
for your

attention !


